
WARSCROLL  
BATTALION

STORMCAST ETERNALS

THE HOST AZYRIC
High upon Infernia Peak, it was the Host Azyric that fell upon the Bloodghouls of Khorne with unstoppable fury. In 
a hail of cometary blasts Sigmar’s warriors plummeted from the skies to strike with seismic force. A heartbeat later a 
tight‑knit brethren of Stormcast Eternals strode from each explosion’s afterglow to crush their reeling adversaries.

ORGANISATION
The Host Azyric consists of the 
following units:

•  1 Celestant-Prime
• 1 Knight-Azyros
•  1 Knight-Vexillor
•  1 Knight-Heraldor
•  1 Knight-Venator
•  4 units of Prosecutors
•  3 units of Liberators
•  2 units of Judicators
•  1 unit of Retributors

ABILITIES
Comet Strike: Instead of setting up the Knight-Vexillor, Knight-Heraldor and the 
units of Prosecutors, Liberators, Judicators and Retributors from the Host Azyric 
on the battlefield, you can place them to one side and say that they are set up in the 
Celestial Realm. In any of your movement phases after the first, you can transport 
these units to the battlefield. When you do so, set up the units on the battlefield more 
than 9" from any enemy models. This is their move for that movement phase. Any 
enemy unit within 15" of a unit from the Host Azyric when it arrives in this manner 
must halve its Movement characteristic (rounding up) and can only roll a single dice 
when attempting to charge until the start of your next hero phase.

From the Heavens they Come: After resolving an attack with the Celestant-Prime’s 
Cometstrike Sceptre, you can set up a Stormcast Eternal unit (either a new unit 
from your collection or one that was slain earlier in the battle) within 10" of the point 
that you picked and more than 3" from any enemy units, adding it to your army as 
reinforcements. This counts as that unit’s move for the following movement phase.


